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Horizon Group is an ex-servicemen's endeavour founded by senior retired Indian Army Of?cers in 2001. 
The Group comprises an NGO (Charitable Trust) and a Private Limited Company.

Horizon Organization for Post Con?ict Environment Management (OPCEM) is the ?rst Indian NGO by, 
of and for Indian Ex Servicemen, dedicated to Post Con?ict Environment Management with core 
competence in Mine Action. It was registered as a Society on 16 Jan 2002.

Horizon Assignments (India) Pvt Ltd was founded as an adjunct to Horizon OPCEM with a view to 
realizing its objectives of service to humanity and supplement its funding. The Organization was 
registered on 23 Oct 2003 under Companies Act 1956: Registration Number 25-18489.

Horizon OPCEM recognizes the exceptional potential that soldiers acquire during their service and 
believes that it ought to be utilized towards humanitarian pursuits, while offering them the opportunity to 
reinvent themselves and improve their quality of life.

Under its Post Con?ict Environment Management operations, Horizon renders services in Mine Action 
which includes Manual Clearance, Establishing Mechanical Systems, Explosive Ordnance Disposal, 
Stockpile Destruction, Rehabilitation, Restoration of Infrastructure, Victim Assistance, Explosive 
Ordnance Risk Education (EORE), and Capacity Development. Horizon has also specialized in 
earth-moving operations and has the expertise to build low-cost accommodations for post-con?ict 
rehabilitation.

Since 2006, Horizon has been responsible for imparting Specialized Training to Security Forces in 
various combat-related activities through its well-quali?ed pool of instructors. We have been providing 
Specialized Training in the Detection, Neutralization, Disposal of IEDs and Explosives, Shooting, Field 
Craft, Physical Training, and Unarmed Combat for some of the most digni?ed security forces including 
the Maharashtra Police Force as well as the Indian Army. Moreover, we have been providing regular 
Special Demining Training to the Indian Army Teams going overseas since 2006. 
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Introduction

Till now HORIZON has recovered 100,000+ UXO Devices and 100,000,000+ Sq. M.
Area surveyed and UXO cleared and disposed.



Additionally, Horizon has been delivering cutting-edge Turn-Key Security Solutions along with offering 
Security Advisory. Moving ahead on its path of offering post-con?ict environmental solutions, Horizon 
has also moved towards services like Telecommunication, Supply and Installation of Machinery & 
Modernization of Training Facilities, Creating Training Films in the ?eld of Combat Engineering for the 
Indian Army, Project Management Consultancy, Water Sports Development and creating a Modular 
Floating System.

At Horizon, caring for the environment and creating a sustainable living place for future generations is 
at the center of all our operations. Through our continued efforts in the ?elds of Demining, Renewable 
Energy, and Corporate Training & Security Training, Horizon is determined to build a better and safer 
place to live for every habitant of this planet.

Among the vast range of its services, Horizon is working in the areas of Land Surveying, Non-Intrusive 
Geophysical UXO Survey, Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Survey, and Naturally Occurring Radiological 
Material (NORM) Survey.

Today, HORIZON Group is a multifaceted global organization with projects spanning a number of 
countries and offers all types of demining services. 

Horizon is now an India-operating global name, which has been recognized by the United Nations as 
well as the Parliament of India. Our facilities have been visited by many in?uential leaders such as Late 
Former Foreign Minister Dr. Sushma Swaraj. 

The Horizon Group has also received a national award from the Late former Indian president
Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.
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? Recognition of the exceptional professional ability of the retired Indian soldier 
     needs to be utilised towards humanitarian pursuits.
? Indian soldier with his exposure, perseverance, patience, dedication and simplicity 
     sure to excel.
? A resource waiting to be tapped.  

? Military Ethos and highly professional team.

? Vast International Exposure. 

? Quick adaptability.

? Lean and flexible organisation.

? EOD survey and clearance a natural domain.

? Project management capabilities specially during crisis or hazardous task.

? Has sister organisations for supporting larger tasks.   

? Preserving environment and prevention of its degradation.

? Humanitarian demining, explosive detection and disposal.

? Contributing towards enhancement of quality of life.

? Gainful utilisation of knowledge and experience of Veterans
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Our Services

Landmines were ?rst developed during 1916 with the thought of impeding mobility of enemy forces. 
However, in the last ?fty years, the world has seen the advent of localized wars fought by small armies 
equipped with ?rst-generation weapon systems. They use the mines indiscriminately and without proper 
drills and procedures. Another problem is the excessive use of mines by insurgents and terrorists to 
impede the mobility of security forces and terrorize the civilian population. 

Owing to these reasons, various non-governmental organizations as well as the United Nations have 
been involved in mine clearance since 1980 in an effort to reduce the threat landmine pose to innocent 
civilians throughout the world. Mine Action is the actual process of removal of these mines and making 
the area safe.

Following Mine Action Procedure are carried by Horizon.

Despite a variety of expensive and modern machines, which have appeared on the scene of 

Manual Clearance

humanitarian Mine Action, manual methods will always remain at the center stage as the most reliable, 
dependable, and indispensable. It needs to be highlighted that in accordance with the International Mine 
Action Standards (IMAS), mechanical methods are to be treated only as preparation of the ground. The 
actual EOD/UXO clearance and the Mine Action process have to be carried out manually since only 
manual Mine Action can assure the required 99.8% clearance.

It is in this context, that HORIZON has built up a reservoir of Mine Action staff, meticulously selected 
from the ex-servicemen who are thoroughly trained and extensively practiced in the ?eld. During any 
maiden project in a foreign country, the Mine Action team comprises exclusively the ex-servicemen 
expatriates.

HORIZON has a pool of 200 well-trained ex-servicemen Deminers and has the potential to train 
additional Deminers from Indian ex-servicemen in just four weeks.

MINE ACTION



Mechanical System

HORIZON has developed its own ground preparation and Mine Action machines based on excavator 
cum mechanical raker. These are cost-effective, mobile, ef?cient, and easy to operate. The utilization of 
these machines in conjunction with manual Mine Action has signi?cantly improved the speed of 
clearance.

HORIZON holds a reserve of basic EOD/Mine Action equipment. With its management expertise and 
dedicated pool of trained EOD personnel/Deminers, HORIZON possesses the ability to undertake a 
Mine Action project at a short notice from anywhere in the world.

Horizon has been at the forefront of Humanitarian Mine Action in the world.
• Sri Lanka: 16 Mine Action projects executed between 2003-2012.
• Jordan: 2 Mine Action projects along with NPA during 2006-2007.

Horizon undertakes various EOD projects as part of the global mining action.

Explosive Ordnance Disposal

Kuwait: Executing the EOD project at SEK ?elds under the Soil Remediation project of TERI (India) 
since 2012.

Horizon has the capability to undertake stockpile destruction. Besides conventional methods, we can 

Stockpile Destruction

also undertake stockpile destruction using eco-friendly methods.

Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation is the process of bringing the victim of mining blasts back to a normal living style. Horizon 
has special cells to undertake this task.

Horizon has cleared 107 KM of disused railway line in Sri Lanka as part of the restoration of infrastruc-

Restoration of Infrastructure

ture. Horizon also has the capability to undertake civil and electrical infra projects towards this goal.

Victim Assistance

We ?rmly believe that winning the hearts and minds of the local population is a pre-requisite for success-
ful post-con?ict management, Therefore, special stress is laid on developing favorable relations with the 
local population in the area of work.

A medic forms part of the Mine Action team along with an Ambulance. In addition to providing medical 
assistance to the Mine Action team, they also assist the locals in emergencies. Help is also rendered for 
the evacuation of patients to local hospitals in our ambulance and special assistance is given to mining 
victims for their medical treatment as well as resettlement.



Explosive Ordnance Risk Education

Mine Awareness is an educational process of teaching the population about the threat of mines and 
munitions, living with the threat they impose, and the changing behavior. The education of the populace 
about the mines, their hazard, and ways to avoid them while living with them is as important as the Mine 
Action itself. 
The training teams from Horizon tour the affected areas and conduct awareness programs with posters 
and lea?ets. Information obtained from the various mine awareness programs forms an important part 
of the initial survey data.

Capacity building is one of the tenets of Horizon for the mine-affected areas. Horizon has trained and 

Capacity Development

employed nationals in all its Mine Action tasks in Sri Lanka and Jordon, creating an intrinsic capacity 
amongst the mine-affected countries in Mine Action.
Horizon has over a decade of experience in Mine Action. This includes:

• Workable and ef?cient Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) in accordance with International
 Mine Action Standards (IMAS).

• A pool of trained Indian ex-servicemen Deminers.
• State-of-the-art Mine Action and safety equipment procured from internationally reputed ?rms.
• Mine detection dogs to assist manual Mine Action.
• On-going R&D to evolve mechanical equipment to assist in manual clearance.
• Employing the internally-developed Horizon Mine Action Machine (HDM) based on the excavator 

 chassis in Sri Lanka.
• Well laid down Health, Safety, and Environment (HSE) procedures.



Results come when leaders are equipped with the right skills, tools and process and are 
motivated to do the right activities at the right time.

• Training helps companies gain and retain top talent, increase job satisfaction and morale,
 improve productivity.
• Actively interested and dedicated employees see 41 percent lower absenteeism rates, and 17 
 percent higher productivity.

TRAINING

SECURITY TRAINING

BEHAVIORAL TRAINING
Business Communication
Personal Effectiveness
Interpersonal Skills
The New Age Selling
Managing Stress
Live Clutter Free

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING
HR Function
Sales
Supply Chain Management
Finance
Finance for Non Finance
Microsoft Office
Performance Coaching
On the Job Training/Coaching

CORPORATE TRAINING

LEADERSHIP TRAINING

THE POSH - WORKSHOP

Situational Leadership
Experiential Learning
Improve Productivity
Influence Teams
Implement Strategies
Critical Decision Making Skills
Leadership Competency

Horizon has a well qualified pool of instructors for imparting specialized training to security forces in 
various combat related activities pertaining to detection, neutralization and disposal of IEDs
and explosives.
We also specialises in upgrading skill at shooting, field craft, physical training and unarmed combat. 
Mine Action training to Indian Army Teams going overseas have also been conducted regularly
since 2006.
We offer holistic security solution as well as sanitization of the premises

Post Mumbai Blast in Nov 2008
Horizon sanitasied the prestigious
Bombay Stock Exchange



Geospatial analysis refers to the collection, manipulation, and interpretation of geographic information to 
gain insights and make informed decisions. Land surveying, ground truthing, and GIS (Geographic 
Information System) are all important components of geospatial analysis, as they involve the acquisition, 
validation, and management of spatial data. Geospatial analysis has a wide range of applications, 
including urban planning, natural resource management, emergency management, and many others.

Coastal Zone Management and Mapping:

APPLICATIONS OF GIS

Coastal zone management refers to the process of managing the various features of the Earth’s 
landscape. Determining the accurate length of a coastline is a vital part of coastal zone management. 
This is done through the classification and monitoring of the area.

Environment and Climate Change:
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are tools that help organizations monitor the environment through 
satellite images. They can then use this data to allocate funds for specific species. Through satellite 
images, an organization can also observe the distribution of various habitats and natural resources.

Infrastructure Management:
Geographic information systems are used for the design and construction of infrastructure. They allow 
engineers to communicate with each other and maintain current data. They can also perform iterative 
data collection procedures without having to exchange data files.

Land Management and Reform:
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are tools that allow land managers to quickly visualize and 
analyze the changes in land use options. Therefore, they are becoming more critical in the management 
of land. With the ability to change swiftly and analyze multiple land use options, users can make informed 
decisions.

Natural Disaster Monitoring:
Geographic Information Systems are commonly utilized in the management of natural disasters, such as 
flood control, landslides, soil erosion, and earthquake. They also help address the various environmental 
issues that are currently affecting the world, such as climate change and habitat loss.

Urban Planning:
With the help of GIS technology, urban planners can now visualize and analyze the various data sources 
they collect and can thus make informed decisions regarding the planned projects.

GEOSPATIAL
ANALYSIS



APPLICATIONS OF GROUND TRUTHING

Forestry:
Early detection of trees 

anomalies and 
sicknesses.

Mines and Natural 
Resources:

Improve the quality of the 
extractables (oil, coal, 

cement, etc.).

Water Management:
Testing the water quality 

in different check points to 
help improve the 

treatment process.

Agriculture:
Sampling and evaluation 
of the vital parameters of 

crops and plants.

Environment:
Collecting environmental 
values of soil, water, and 
air to evaluate the quality 

of specific site.

LAND SURVEYING

Surveying has been an integral part of the human development process since the very beginning 
of recorded history. It is commonly used in the planning and execution of various construction 
projects and is also utilized in mapping, transportation, and the definition of boundaries for
land ownership.

APPLICATIONS OF LAND SURVEYING

As-Built Survey:
Used to document the location of various components of a construction project.

Boundary Survey:
Involves establishing or re-creating the boundaries of a property using a legal description.

ALTA/ACSM's Land Title Survey:
Standardizes the methods used in surveying and mapping land.

Control Survey:
Sets the starting points for future projects. Can also be used to establish reference points for 
other types of surveying.

Hydrographic Survey:
Conducted to map the bed and shoreline of a body of water.

Mortgage Survey:
A physical survey that shows the boundaries of a property and its building locations.

Setout or Stakeout:
A component of other surveys that involve the marking of an object’s proposed or calculated 
position on the ground. This is a vital part of cadastral and engineering surveying.

Topographic Survey:
Considers the elevation of points on a given piece of land.

Drone Surveying:
Helps contractors in site surveying and captures detailed aerial images and site data.



Graphene - The Miracle Material
Since its discovery in 2004, graphene has been a hot topic in Chemistry and Material Science. With such 
amazing properties, no wonder graphene is being researched for diverse applications such as asphalt, 
concrete, paints, polymers, water filtration, electronics, rubber & elastomers, inks, cosmetics, textiles, 
3D printing, medical & biotech, batteries, and more.

What is Graphene?
A single layer (monolayer) of carbon atoms, tightly bound in a hexagonal honeycomb lattice. It is one 
million times thinner than a strand of a human hair!

Properties of Graphene
• Stronger than diamond & steel- 200% superior to structural steel with the same thickness.
• Best Thermal Conductivity of 5000 W/mk- Better than copper, silver, or diamond.
• Highest Impermeability- Concrete using graphene is up to 400% more water impermeable.
• Excellent Elasticity - Can stretch up to 10% of its standard size reversibly & can double up to
 20% without any damage.

GRAPHENE

Construction Materials

• Concrete
• Cellular Concrete
• Asphalt

Energy Storage

• Batteries
• Super Capacitors
• Pipes, Plumbing & Fittings
• Composite Materials
• Polymer Products

Coatings

• Marine Paints
• Sealants
• Automotive
• Architectural

The Eco-friendly Side of Graphene
Our graphenes are made from biomass. Trees in Planned Forestries sequester or “Breathe In” Carbon 
Dioxide (Co2). These same trees are converted into Biochar, which is further converted into two grades 
of graphene.

Common uses of Graphene



• Safety Gears 
• Tresten Knives
• Graphenoil
• XC gear
• Laser Imaging
• Blackstone Coating
• Ressinea

Some Important Applications of Graphene

• Vittoria tires
• Head tennis racquets
• Inov-8 shoes
• Ford underhood parts 
• G+ clothing
• The Nanning bridge in Nanning City,
 China. Resurfaced using Graphene.



CIVIL WORK

TELECOM

Earth Work
HORIZON has specialized earth moving teams equipped with earth moving plants. The 
HORIZON Teams of Ex-Servicemen have successfully carried out earth moving operations at 
the prestigious construction site of Lavasa near Pune.

Low Cost Accommodation
HORIZON has experienced technical management to undertake low cost accommodation 
projects for post conflict rehabilitation.

HORIZON has undertaken telecommunication project in Qatar under Global Technology 
Company W.L.L. as subcontractor to Huawei (Ooredoo). Project involved deploying manpower 
to execute the OSP, ISP Survey, Installation and Migration Works (Underground Cable, B2H and 
overhead Cables) for its FTTX projects at various locations in the state of Qatar. The work was 
done as per Standard Operating Procedures of Huawei.



Soil remediation is the application of proven technologies to mitigate and manage risks from 
contaminated soils that could be harmful to human health and the environment. Contaminated soil is 
often the result of historical industrial processes and unregulated waste disposal practices.

EnviroLogic Biobased 
Technologies

Based in Pennsylvania, USA
SpillAwayTM bio-based, 
bio-remedial products

DE-OIL-IT
Based in New Jersey, USA

nanotech organic 

Viraj 
Base in Navi Mumbai

Hydrocarbon de-grader
Environmental System 

Solutions
Service Provider

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

Biorem Solution India Pvt. Ltd. is in Collaboration with 

DE-OIL-IT

SOIL REMEDIATION 



WHAT IS BIO-REMEDIATION ?

• Uses naturally occurring, safe and non-genetically modi?ed bene?cial micro-organisms to degrade 
 environmentally harmful  
 contaminants and turns them into non-toxic compounds. 
• Breaks down hydrocarbons and transforms them into CO2 & H2O.
• Use Nanotechnology chemistry to break HC, and achieve remediation through either bio-stimulation or 
 bio-augmentation.

BIO-REMEDIATION DEGRADES FOLLOWING:

• Hydrocarbons with carbon chains covering from C-5 to C-90.
• Benzene, Xylene and Toluene.
• TCE, PAH, PCB and other chlorinated compounds, Glycols.

BIO-REMEDIATION BENEFITS:

• Thorough degradation in a relatively narrow time window.
• Toxin resistant and Reduced risk / higher degree of safety.
• Reduced labor and equipment costs.

BIO-SOLUBLIZER DEGRADER - use bio-based solvents to break down / detoxify contaminants to 
achieve remediation through either bio-stimulation or bio-augmentation.

JACKHAMMER - Tar & Asphalt Remover that softens / dissolves asphalt & tar.

Bio-Augmenter - microorganisms with sp. catabolic abilities to speed up degradation of TPH.

HC350LR - live synergistic micro-organisms, with ability to bio-remediate hydrocarbons rapidly.

Bio-Stimulant - naturally occurring material that provides ideal habitat enhancement for microbes, 
expediting bioremediation process. 

Dry Powder Remediact - absorbent with hydrocarbon digesting microbes.

SOIL REMEDIATION, SLUDGE TREATMENT & OIL RECOVERY

SITE CAPABILITIES BY BIOREM-HORIZON

• Construction / preparation of Remediation Pad / Site.
• Design & installation of Water Distribution System.
• Design & installation of Soil Water Evaporation Control System.
• Customs clearance and movement of cargo to Site Storage.
• Creation of Site Storage conditions and Space.
• Construction of Contaminated Soil holding and grading station.
• Creation of Site Blending Station.
• Construction of Water Storage Pond.
• Site Application such as Incoming Soil Distribution, Soil Turning.
• Testing and Removal of Soil.



ENVIROLOGIC BIOBASED TECHNOLOGIES 
INC SPILLAWAYTM PRODUCTS

• About SpillAwayTM:
 In operation since 1993. 
• Manufacturing Capacity
 40KL Liquid, 2MT Powder / day
 Can remediate 12.5Mill CUM of Soil /
 Sludge per year
• Product range covers:
 Deep soil & water remediation.
 Off-shore bio-remedial cleaner.
 Special products for Oil Drilling.
 Absorbents for soil & water.

SPILLAWAYTM PRODUCTS

1. HC Series - bio-remediation of soil & ground water HC contamination.

2. Remediact (Liq/Dry) - A natural absorbent used for remediation of soils.

3. OFM-500 - treat & clean crude oil and its by-products on hard surfaces. 

4. RigWash - Off-Shore -Marine grade cleaner & degreaser for hard surface.

5. Fleetkleen - driveway, concrete ?oors, metal grating, any solid surface.

6. JackHammer - softens, dissolves and removes Tar & Asphalt.

7. PartsWasher - aqueous product to clean & degrease parts.

8. OWS-200 - Microbial-enzymatic agent for Oil Water Separator.

9. SpillAway+ - commercial & industrial, food processing & packaging.

10. Bio-W - ?oating absorbent to control hydrocarbons ?oating on water.

TYCO CASE STUDY

• In June 2006, EarthTech (a member of Tyco) 
 undertook bio-remedial clean-up of hydro-carbon 
 contaminated site in Hungary. 

• TPH levels were in excess of 300,000 mg/kg in parts.

• The project was completed in September 2006 as a 
 complete success, in less than 120 days. 

• On 28-Sep-06,
 TPH 4,045 mg/kg,
 PAH 2.6 mg/kg.

WHY SPILLAWAYTM PRODUCTS…

• Microbes used are in an active preparation, 
 ready to be used. 
• Requires no special solutions,
 no special mixing 
 and no waiting period before application. 
• Simple addition of water (salt or fresh) 
 activates the products. 
• Requires very little training of personnel. 
• All these factors translate into cost savings 
 for the user.



KUWAIT KOC SOIL SAMPLE TESTING

• Soil samples from South Zone - 2; Medium L1 (ML1) is very loose/ sandy, relatively easy to work 
 with, and not extremely compact were received. Sample Medium L1 appear to best represent bulk 
 of the volumes (TPH <5%) available at Site, and was selected for detailed analysis and lab scale 
 validation trial.

• Initial un-treated sample: 

• Date of Report - 17-Nov-2021. 

• 9071B (HEM) Oil and Grease - 25000 ppm or 2.5%. 

• Remediated sample after 60days: 

• Date of Report - 11-Jan-2022. 

• 9071B (HEM) Oil and Grease - 5000 ppm or 0.5%. 

• Conclusions: 
 Medium L1 or Dry Oil Lake L1, can be treated by standard single step process. 
 Observed reduction from 2.5% to 0.5%, or 80% reduction in 60days is on expected lines.

PERIOD OF REMEDIATION

• Time taken for remediation is 180days from the date of ?rst application. Though the remedial process 
 begins immediately on application, some hydrocarbons may take longer than other.
• The typical Rate of Reduction expected is as under:
 90days   - 50%
 135days - 75%
 180days - Target levels achieved

• Preparatory work including documentation, Pilot Testing, imports and infrastructure creation
 will be extra.

SLUDGE REMEDIATION

Process of Remediation:

• Prepare Pits with impermeable Liner & move the measured or weighed-in quantity of Sludge into the 
 Pits for start of Remediation.

• Apply activated degrader, DE-OIL-IT Super Concentrate or Jack Hammer - Tar & Asphalt remover, 
 along with activated OFM-500.

• Sludge breaks down and Lique?es.

• HC Plus or HC 300 kits are activated by adding water. Aerate the pond regularly using compressed air.

• Test at 2 week intervals.

• Reduction Rate expected.
 60days - 60%
 90days - 75%
 180days - Target levels

180 days
90 days 135 days50% 75% TARGET LEVELS ACHIEVED

180 days
60 days 90 days60% 75% TARGET LEVELS



THE WORDS‘S SURVIVAL DEPENDS ON THE 
NATURAL CYCLE OF DECOMPOSITION

• Oil will not decompose naturally.

• HC molecules kill natural bacteria on contact, 

 preventing the breakdown process needed for 

 decomposition to occur.

• DE-OIL-IT has the unique ability to disarm these 

 toxic molecules rendering them to be bio-available, 

 Earth’s natural bacteria then digests them safely.

• If indigenous microbial populations are not enough 

 to degrade the contaminants, then we bio-augment 

 by application of bene?cial microbes.

HOW DOES IT WORK:

• The heart of this new chemistry which is the key to DE-OIL-IT is the technology used to develop a 

 "colloidal micelle."

• The micelle has a hydrophilic (water seeking) pole and a hydrophobic (water repelling) pole.

• The hydrophobic poles attract each other, thus forming the interior of the micelle.

•  The hydrophilic poles form a tough outer surface.

• When a micelle of DE-OIL-IT comes in contact with a hydrocarbon molecule, the center of micelle 

 bonds to similar hydrophobic hydrocarbon. It disrupts the attraction to other hydrocarbon molecules 

 and/or to the surface.

• This action is replicated by billions other micelles breaking down HC.

• The molecular level emulsi?cation process penetrates highly viscous HC, lifting them from the 

 surface to which they adhere.

FEATURES : Multiple use of DE-OIL-IT at various concentrations

• Rig wash – 4%.

• Well bore cleaner – 12%.

• Slick water surfactant – 12%.

• Water ?ood surfactant – 4%.

• Universal Cleaner/Degreaser – 1%.

• Coil tubing cleaner – 4%.

• Engine cleaner – 6%.

• Oil spill & driveway cleaner – 4%.

• Parts cleaner & shop cleaner – 1%.

• Flame out Fire Suppressor.

DE-OIL-IT



CLONON

HORIZON IS A SUPER DISTRIBUTOR 

CLONON® - All Purpose Cleaner & Odour Remover is a revolutionary Disinfectant & Surface Sanitizer 

product for All Purpose cleaning and broad-spectrum Odour Remover. Clonon is manufactured by Dimple 

Chemicals & Services Pvt. Ltd. Pune, Maharashtra, India. Clonon All Purpose Cleaner & Odour Remover 

is used in  the hospital for disinfecting of all rooms, Beds, Curtains, Toilets, Tables, Chairs, Operation 

Theatres, or any type of metal structure, leather structure or any type of wooden structure. CLONON is 

ideal for cleaning up Nanoparticles and disinfecting all types of surfaces with Germ Kill rate of 99.99% 

within 30 seconds. CLONON kills the Odour releasing Bacteria and effectively makes an Odour-free 

environment. This has been tested by International and FDA approved labs like TUV India Pvt Ltd 

(Division of TUV Nord) APT Testing and Research Private Ltd. CLONON does not leave stains on 

surfaces like Floors, Wooden structure, Steel Structure, Leather and fabric etc.

CLONON is water based disinfectant and contains a proprietary combination with major ingredients like 

Active Iodophor solution, Benzalkonium Chloride, Glutaraldehyde and others. CLONON does not contain 

any added fragrance and kills the Odour releasing bacteria. After CLONON is sprayed on the desired 

surface, the bad Odour is completely eliminated and the surface or area remains Odour free till any new 

substance that generates bad Odour is added.

Bene?ts of CLONON

· Water based disinfectant.

· Non Corrosive.

· Non Flammable.

· Non Sticky.

· No added fragrance.

· Debonds Nano Particles from Surface.
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Company Name : HORIZON ASSIGNMENTS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

Registered & Corporate Address : Tower B6, Stilt Floor 3, Flat 0301, Blueridge Township, 
  Hinjewadi Phase 1, Pune- 411057.

Branch Address Kuwait : Unit No.33,34,36, Floor 09, B-Building
  Al Muhunna Towers, Street III, Block 1,
  Mahaboula, Kuwait.

Telephone No. (India) : +91 8459273764

Telephone No. (Kuwait) : +965 60025865

Email ID : contact@horizon-groupindia.com

Primary Contact : Col Navneet M P Mittal (Retd.)
  Chairman
  Mobile: +91 9890469111
  Mobile: +965 66472219

Email ID : navneetmittal@horizon-groupindia.com













Category 77B Unexploded Ordnance
(UXO) Detection Services.

Quali?cation with Kuwait
Ministry of Defense : 

Category 77A EOD Services for Unexploded
Ordnance (UXO) Detection, Retrieval & Disposal.

Quali?cation with Kuwait
Oil Company (KOC) :

United Nation Accredited with UNOPS for MINE ACTION.

Section-IV

CAPT - Central Agency for Public Tenders



Section-V

Operational Structure
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Section-V

Organization Structure

The organization is based on retired Indian soldiers who have knowledge of handling mines and UXOs.  
Reorientation training is carried out to familiarise them with humanitarian demining.  A total of 250 
deminers have been trained to have good experience of handling various types of mines.  They also 
have practical experience in the destruction of mines and UXOs.

BOARD OF DIRECTOR

Col Navneet MP Mittal 
(Retd) BSc, B Tech, MSc, MMS
Chairman

Colonel Navneet MP Mittal, is a retired Indian Army of?cer with more than 38 years of combat, 
corporate and NGO experience. His major quali?cations include degree of Bachelor of 
Technology and Masters of Management Science. While serving in the Army, he has been 
awarded for distinguished service on four occasions, and has held senior level positions in 
operations, HR, logistics, training as well as major construction activities.

He has been instructor at the Indian Military Academy and College of Military Engineering. 
International experience includes Chief Humanitarian Of?cer with United Nations Interim Force in 
Lebanon and Director Operations of Horizon Group, an ISO 9001-2015, UN accredited 
organization, functioning globally in areas of post con?ict environment management, wherein he 
has planned and supervised 18 humanitarian demining projects in Sri Lanka, Kuwait and 
attended various UN conferences on the subject.

He has successfully help conceive and operate number of NGOs and business enterprises 
including a green energy initiative.



Section-V

Organization Structure

Mr. Kelvin Tan 
Director of Operations

Our Director of Operations, Mr. Kelvin Tan, comes with a proli?c 22 
years of professional experience in project management, 
administrative accountability and supply management within 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Improvised Explosive Device 
Disposal & Construction-related ?elds.

He found his passion for construction, facility, and project 
management during his tertiary education. He also holds a 
digni?ed 10 years of military experience with the Singapore Armed 
Forces in the Combat Engineer Formation, where he has operated 
within the Landmine Warfare, Construction Management as well 
as Explosive Ordnance Disposal environment.
Mr. Tan has also acquired signi?cant experience in humanitarian 
efforts which includes the 2004 Tsunami Humanitarian Assistance 
& Disaster Relief (HADR) efforts in Aceh, Indonesia, National 
Level Event Security Bomb Sweeps, and the Overseas Protection 
Party for Ministers.

In the last 12 years of his commercial experience, he has held several key positions as EOD 
Operations Manager, and EOD Project Manager and is now the Director of Operations at Horizon 
Group, ensuring the delivery of all projects without any safety incidents.

BOARD OF DIRECTOR

With a master’s degree in human resources & management, Mr. 
Nadeem Saleem has rich professional experience of 18 years in 
the ?eld of human resource management. During these years, he 
has worked and helped companies recruit for short-term and 
long-term projects in Kuwait, thus helping them successfully 
achieve project goals on time.

In the past 18 years, Mr. Nadeem has recruited an overall 
manpower of around 12000 people across the world, including 
India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, USA, Canada, Tunisia, 
Cambodia, Pakistan, Saudi, Egypt, Singapore, Malaysia, Serra 
Leon, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and South Africa.

Mr. Nadeem Saleem
Director HR,
Admin and Logistics



Section-V

Organization Structure

BOARD OF DIRECTOR

Mrs. Arnima Mittal, is the Founder & Director of Establishment at 
the Horizon Group. With a rich educational background consisting 
of the degrees of M.Sc. & B.Ed., she is still continuing to enrich her 
learning journey by pursuing a Doctorate in Chemistry. With a 
collective work experience of 25 years, she is a talented writer and 
journalist and is also very proactive in social services.

Coming from an enriching army upbringing, Ms. Eishna is currently 
working as the Director of Finance at Horizon. She holds a 
bachelor’s degree in business management (IT) and has since 
received a certi?cation in Project Planning and Management. She 
began her career as the Manager & Director at EFS Sun Cargo 
Private Limited and
since taking on various key management roles in multiple 
companies including the likes of Horizon Assignments (India) 
Private Limited and Arnima Ventures LLP.

She carries rich experience working in diverse critical departments 
including Logistics and Freight Forwarding, Humanitarian & 
Commercial Mine Action, Solar & LED Lights Manufacturing, and 
C-IED training equipment manufacturing. She has also signi?cantly 
contributed towards various Philanthropic and charitable NGO 
projects and is also the founder of Human Library Pune, which is 

under the aegis of Human Library Organization, Copenhagen. Currently, she holds the position 
of Trustee at the Global Harmony Trust.

Mrs. Arnima Mittal
Director of Establishment

Ms. Eishna Mittal
Director of Finance



The Strength of the Organization

At Horizon assignment India Pvt. Ltd. the key to success is the focus on Employee Skills
Development Programmes:
Deminers are of two categories; Expatriate deminers and National deminers. Expatriate deminers are 
retired soldiers from the Indian Army and International Armed Forces who possess experience in 
military demining. They are given four weeks of reorientation training in Mine Action. Additional two 
weeks Of “On-the-job training” is given under the supervision of director/project managers and other 
experienced staff.  
         
National deminers are selected in the country.  They are given four weeks of training in Mine Action and 
additional two weeks on-the-job training under the supervision of experienced staff.  

Horizon Manpower consists of nationals from 11 countries (India, Singapore, Sri Lanka (female 
Deminers), Namibia, Cambodia, Tunisia, Sierra Leon, Mozambique, Kuwait, Egypt, and Zimbabwe). 

Section-VI

Resources - Manpower 

Field Staff
163

Head Quarter
Staff - 26

Others
19

Direct Staff
183

Indirect Staff
26



Section-IV
Section-VI

Resources - Equipments

Armoured
Backhoe-07

Armoured
Dozer-03

Ambulance-01 Armoured
Excavator-07

Armoured
Front Loader-07

SUV-04 Sedan-02 13 Seater-14 Pick Up -12

Horizon works on a cost optimization model and has the capacity
to increase resources at any given point in time.

Resources - Field Equipments owned by Horizon

Ground Prpeparation Machine 20 JI Matrice 300 RTK Drone 1(Set)

Water Browser 6 UPX 740M Large Loop - Set 15

LBA Visor Band 66 Quest Q20 Metal Detector 32

LBA Helmet 14 Mine lab Scanning device 8

LBA Vest 28 EM 61 MK 2(HP) 3

BFR Demining Boots 114 EM 63 Towed Array 1

Star Wire Demining Vest 16 EM 61S 1

Scheibel Mine Detector ATMD 12 UP EX740 LLM Detector 8

Deep Search Metal Detector MK-01 3 F3 Mine Lab Detector 18

Mine Detector DS1-M 4 Schonstedt GA 72C Detector 110

Deto Safe BPJ 6 Garmin GPS 3

Prodder 60 DGPS Trimble 9

Envotech body protection with 

Helmet Visor
143

Search Head for scheibel Mine 

Detector ATMD
3

ITEM (Make & Model) Quan? ty ITEM (Make & Model) Quan? ty



Section-VI

Resources - Mine Action Equipment

HORIZON also uses the EPAS® 
software to improve productivity, 

efficiency, and quality in geophysical 
surveys and ERW clearance 

operations. 

HORIZON has the capability to use 
UPEX 740 M Large Loop Metal 

Detector (LLMD) for Geophysical 
survey of dry area and for obtaining 
digital geophysical mapping (DGM).

HORIZON has the capability to use 
the Trimble Geo Explorer 6000 XT/XH 

Differential Global Positioning
System (DGPS). 

It is used with the Terra Sync 
Professional and GPS Pathfinder 

Software.

This handheld detector is used 
by HORIZON as an aid to the 

EOD teams during survey, 
marking and intrusive 

investigations.



Section-VI

Resources - Mine Action Equipment

Horizon specializes in providing UXO, topographical ,bathymetric, sub-surface survey and 
other mapping services using cutting-edge drone technology. Horizon magnetometers detect 
changes in the Earth's magnetic ?eld, which help locate UXOs and other buried objects.

• Our team can create a map of the magnetic anomalies in an area, allowing for the 
 identi?cation of potential UXO locations. 
• Horizon has a wide array of sensors like echo sounders, LiDAR, magnetometers, and
 electromagnetic sensors. 
• We provide High-quality data and detailed imagery.
• Survey underwater topography and bathymetry, making them ideal for coastal engineering, 
 oceanographic research, and hydrographic surveys.

HORIZON ‘s EOD technicians wear 
PPE to protect the body from head to 

toe. Helmets with protective visor, 
fragment-proof body armor and 

demining shoes. 
All PPE comply with the relevant BS or 

ANSI or equivalent International 
Standards concerning the design or 

manufacture of the PPE with regards to 
health and safety. 

The machines will be utilised to 
expose the position of the UXOs.
The machine’s cabin and engine 
portion is protected against blast.



Section-VI

Resources - Mine Action Equipment

EM61 MK2 metal detector
HORIZON has the capability to use 

EM- 61 MK2A for Geophysical 
survey of dry area and for obtaining 
digital geophysical mapping (DGM). 
EM61-MK2A HP Metal Detector is a 

high power, high sensitivity metal 
detector suitable for applications in 
the detection of both ferrous and 

non-ferrous metal.
HORIZON has the capability to use 
this equipment in the manual as well 

as the towed array mode.

Employed for Battle Area Clearance 
and Target investigation.



Section-VII

Bank In India
State Bank of India,
CURRENCY INR

Bank In India
Bank of Maharashtra

CURRENCY INR

Bank in Kuwait
National Bank of Kuwait
CURRENCY KWD

Bank in Kuwait
National Bank of Kuwait
CURRENCY USD

LIST OF BANKERS



Section-VIII

Past Projects & Experience

Project name and country: HIG 1 to HIG 7 Humanitarian Mine Action Projects in Sri Lanka

Name of client: Government of India

Type of work performed and year of completion: Humanitarian Demining, 2012

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): From Aug ‘09 to Nov ‘12

Date of completion of delivery (actual): From Aug ‘09 to Nov ‘12

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Nil

Project name and country: Humanitarian Mine Action Project in  

Name of client: Norwegian People’s Aid

Type of work performed and year of completion: Humanitarian Demining, 2007

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): From June ‘06 to March ‘07

Date of completion of delivery (actual): From June '06 to March ‘07

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Nil

Project name and country: Radiological Survey and Geophysical survey for UXO/EOD for Soil 

Remediation Project undertaken by The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI), India in South East 

Kuwait Fields of Kuwait Oil Company (KOC), Kuwait under Kuwait Environment Remediation Project 

funded by United Nations

Name of client: The Energy and Resources Institute, (TERI)

Type of work performed and year of completion: Geophysical Survey for UXO, Reacquisition and 

Intrusive Investigation of Anomalies, 2013.

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): Aug 2012 to Oct 2013

Date of completion of delivery (actual): Aug 2012 to Oct 2013

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: The contract was initially for three months, but 

being a pilot project, the duration was extended, and the contract was amended to the actual duration 

it took to complete the work. Hence, contractually, there were no delays.

Project name and country: UXO Anomaly Avoidance Support for Soil Sampling Activity in South 

East Kuwait Oil Fields of Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) under AMEC under Kuwait Environmental 

Remediation Project funded by UnitedNations

Name of client: AMEC Kuwait Project Management and Contracting Company WLL

Type of work performed and year of completion: UXO Anomaly Avoidance Support 2014

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): Nov 2014 to Dec 2014

Date of completion of delivery (actual): Nov 2014 to Dec 2014

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Nil



Section-VIII

Past Projects & Experience

Project name and country: UXO/EOD Construction Support to TERI, Kuwait

Name of client: The Energy and Resources Institute, (TERI) 

Type of work performed and year of completion: UXO/EOD Construction Support. 2017

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): Aug 2012 to March 2017

Date of completion of delivery (actual): Aug 2012 to March 2017

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Nil

Project name and country: UXO/EOD Construction Support to G S Engineering, Kuwait

Name of client: G S Engineering & Construction Corporation

Type of work performed and year of completion: UXO/EOD Construction Support. 2017

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): May 2014 to April 2017

Date of completion of delivery (actual): May 2014 to April 2017

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Nil

Project name and country: UXO/EOD Construction Support to HERA Ambiental, Kuwait

Name of client: HERA AG Ambiental.

Type of work performed and year of completion: UXO/EOD Construction Support. 2018

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): Sept 2016 to Apr 2018

Date of completion of delivery (actual): Sept 2016 to Apr 2018

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Nil

Project name and country: EOD/UXO Project for Reacquisition and Target Intrusive Investigation for 

HERA AG Ambiental Soil Remediation of Contaminated Features in Kuwait Oil Company’s SEK Fields 

(Lot A) under Kuwait Environment Remediation Project funded by United Nations

Name of client: HERA AG Ambiental

Type of work performed and year of completion: EOD/UXO Project for Reacquisition and Target 

Investigation. 2017

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): Oct 2016 to July 2017

Date of completion of delivery (actual): Oct 2016 to July 2017

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Nil



Section-VIII

Past Projects & Experience

Project name and country: EOD Support for UXO clearance work of Alghanim International at 

Kuwait Oil Company’s North Kuwait and South Kuwait Oil Fields under Kuwait Environment 

Remediation Project funded by United Nations.

Name of client: Alghanim International

Type of work performed and year of completion: EOD Support of HORIZON experienced EODs 

for UXO/EOD clearance work. 2017

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): March 2017 to May 2017

Date of completion of delivery (actual): March 2017 to Aug 2017

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Contract extension by Client

Project name and country: UXO/EOD Construction Support, Kuwait

Name of client: PIKA International Inc

Type of work performed and year of completion: UXO/EOD Construction Support. 2019

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): Jan 2019 to March 2019

Date of completion of delivery (actual): Jan 2019 to May 2019

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Contract extension by Client

Project name and country: EOD Support for UXO clearance work of Explomo Technical Services 

Pte Ltd at Kuwait Oil Company’s Oil Fields under Kuwait Environment Remediation Project funded by 

United Nations.

Name of client: Explomo Technical Services Pte Ltd

Type of work performed and year of completion: EOD Support of HORIZON experienced EODs 

for UXO/EOD clearance work. April 2017 till 31 May 2020.

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): April 2017 to May 2020

Date of completion of delivery (actual): April 2017 to May 2020

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Nil

Project name and country: Mine and Ordnance Clearance & Disposal Works (Azerbaijan – Fuzuli)

Name of client: ALTAY YAZILIM SAVUNMA ENDUSTRIYEL VE TICARET A.S

Type of work performed and year of completion: Demining, 2021 

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): March 2021 to Sept. 2021

Date of completion of delivery (actual): March 2021 to Nov 2021

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Contract extension by Client



Section-VIII

Past Projects & Experience

Project name and country: The UXO Clearance Works component of South Kuwait Soil Excavation, 

Transportation & Remediation Project (SKETR) Zone 3 in the State of Kuwait

Name of client: ENSHAAT AL SAYER GENERAL TRADING AND CONTRACTING COMPANY

Type of work performed and year of completion: UXO/EOD Survey and Clearance

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): Oct 2021 to Jan 2026

Date of completion of delivery (actual): Project is ongoing

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Project is ongoing

Project name and country: UXO Survey under Ship Lift (Offshore) & UXO Survey for Extension of 

Transfer Yard and Western Dry Dock (Onshore)

Name of client: Gulf Dredging & General Contracting Co. K.S.C. (Closed),

Type of work performed and year of completion: UXO/EOD Survey and Clearance

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): Jan 2023 to Mar 2023

Date of completion of delivery (actual): Project is ongoing

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Project is ongoing

Project name and country: Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA) Training for AFINDEX-23

Name of client: College of Military Engineering, Dapodi, Pune, Maharashtra India

Type of work performed and year of completion: Humanitarian Mine Action Training

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): 29-Mar-23

Date of completion of delivery (actual): 29-Mar-23

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Nil

Project name and country: Counter Improvised Explosive Device training (CIED)

Name of client: Suratgarh Military station

Type of work performed and year of completion: Construction of RCC Framed Structure Model 

Room (Earth Excavation, Returning Filling, Anti-Termite Treatment, PCC, Concrete Work, Floor Work, 

Joinery Work, Toilet, Plinth Protection, Electric Work, Painting)

Date of completion of delivery (as per contract): 25-Feb-23

Date of completion of delivery (actual): Project is ongoing

Remarks indicating reasons for late delivery, if any: Project is ongoing



GLIMPSES OF PROJECT UNDERTAKEN : SRI LANKA
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Glimpses

LADY DEMINER

GLIMPSES OF PROJECT UNDERTAKEN : SRI LANKA



GLIMPSES OF PROJECT UNDERTAKEN : AZERBAIJAN
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GLIMPSES OF PROJECT UNDERTAKEN : JORDAN

GLIMPSES OF PROJECT UNDERTAKEN : KUWAIT
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GLIMPSES OF PROJECT UNDERTAKEN : INDIA
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Crane Manufacturing
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OUTSTANDING  SUPERVISOR  AWARD   
 

FOR THE  MONTH  OF   
 

              2023  

Is hereby  awarded  to  

 
___________________________________________________________________  

 

EOD TEAM LEADER LEVEL 2 

 
 

In recognition that he has displayed exceptional conduct in  

team  leadership, quality, safety,  and  productivity at  work.  

 

 

Thank you for your exemplary  service.  
 
 
 
 
 

____________________________________________ 

COL NAVNEET MITTAL  (Retd) 
Chairman 

 
HORIZON ASSIGNMENTS (INDIA) PVT LTD 

No. 0301, Stilt Floor 3, Blue Ridge Township , Hinjewadi Phase 1, Pune – 411057 
E-mail : info@horizon-groupindia.com, 

www.horizon-groupindia.com 
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GLIMPSES OF IMPORTANT EVENTS : INDIA

Mrs. Sushma Swaraj (Former 
Minister of External Affairs) & 

Parliamentary Delegation being 
briefed: Apr 2012.

Hon APJ Abdul Kalam, Former 
President of India presenting 
Shanmukh Ananda Award to 

Horizon : Jul 2012.

Gen VK Singh, Former Chief of Army 
Staff and Current Minister of State 

visited the Horizon site in  Sri Lanka: 
Sept 2010.

Mrs. Nirupama Rao, Former Foreign
Secretary on visit to Horizon in 

Sri Lanka : Sept 2010.

Section-IX

Important Events & Appreciation
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Section-IX

Important Events & Appreciation

HORIZON Director at KOC-TERI Contract Signing Ceremony Kuwait Mar 2012.

At the 21st International Meeting of National 
Mine Action Programme Directors and United 
Nations Advisers (NDM-UN) held at the United 
Nations Headquarters, Palais des Nations at 
Geneva, Switzerland, Horizon Chairman, Col 
Navneet MP Mittal (Retd) had the privilege to 
meet Prince Mired Bin Ra'ad Bin Zeid 
Al-Hussein of Jordan who gave the closing 
plenary address and apprised him of Horizon’s 
contribution at Jordan for Mine Action.

Brie?ng about HORIZON's endeavors in 
the Global Mine Action Sector to Mr. Pratap
Parameswaran, Director for Political and 
Security Affairs, ASEAN Secretariat (Right).
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Abbreviat oni De?nition

BAC Ba le Area Clearancett

bgs Below Ground Surface

cm Centimeters

EOD Explosive Ordnance Disposal

ERW Explosive Remnants of War

HD Humanitarian Demining

HSE Health, Safety and Environment

HSEMS Health, Safety and Environment Management System

ICC Interim Clearance Certi?cate

IMAS International Mine Action Standard

JSA Job Safety Analysis

KMoD Kuwait Ministry of Defence

KNFP Kuwait National Focal Point 

KOC Kuwait Oil Company (Company)

kms Kilometers

MEC Munitions of Explosive Concern

MOD Ministry of Defence

m Meters

QA/QC Quality Assurance/Quality Control

UXO Unexploded Ordnance

WMS Works Method Statements

EIC Engineer-in-charge

OWS Oil and Water Sewer

H2S Hydrogen Sulphide

PPE Personal Protective Equipment

wt/wt Weight Percentage

at/at Atomic Percentage

HSE Health, Safety, and Environment

BS&W Bottom Sediment and water

w/w Weight concentration of Solution

M3/day Cubic Meter per day

Kg/ Cm2 Kilogram per Square centimeter pressure unit

LDO Light Diesel Oil

KG Kilogram

KWH Kilowatt - Hour

RO Recovered Oil

QA/QC Quality Assurance/Quality Control

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Section-X

Glossary



REGISTERED / CORPORATE OFFICE
Tower B6, Flat 0301, Stilt Floor 3, 
Blue Ridge Township, Phase 1, 
Pune, Maharashtra, Pin: 411057
info@horizon-groupindia.com
+ 91 9890469111 / 8459273764

KUWAIT OFFICE  
Unit 33, 34, 36, Floor 9, B-Building, 
Al Muhanna Towers, Street 111, 
Block 1, Mahboula, Kuwait.
info@horizon-groupindia.com
(+)965 60025865

Vice President BD 
+ 91 7756849691, + 965 60983630

USA PARTNER OFFICE  
Horizon Assignments L.L.C. USA 
1621 12Th Street South, 
Birmingham, Alabama 35205 USA.
info@horizon-groupindia.com
+ 91 9890469111

Ms. Mavi +1 205 9485151

Mr. Peter Faro, South Africa, 
+ 27 605098590

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/HORIZONASSIGNMENTS?MIBEXTID=ZBWKWL

HTTPS://YOUTUBE.COM/@IMBMEDIAINDIA

HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/HORIZONASSIGN?T=JGJSBCHYPT-B8FOVJWED5G&S=09

HTTPS://INSTAGRAM.COM/HORIZONASSIGNMENTS?IGSHID=YMMYMTA2M2Y=

HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/IN/HORIZON-ASSIGNMENTS-ABB54A105

THANK
YOU!
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